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what to do in case of an auto accident

Keep this pamphlet with a pencil and paper and your insurance card in 
your car.

What These Words Mean
Scene – The place where the accident happened.
Witness – A person who saw the accident happen.

Stop At The Scene
 You cannot drive away from an accident. You must stay until you have 
given your name and address to a police officer or the other driver.

Get Help For The Injured
 Call 911 or “0” on a telephone or ask someone to call for you. Do not 
try to move an injured person.

Give Warnings
 Ask another person to volunteer to wave to other cars to warn them of 
the accident. Use lights or a flashlight at night to warn other cars.

Tell A Police Officer
 Tell a police officer, a county sheriff or the Missouri Highway Patrol 
that you had an accident. The police report can help you later if you forget 
facts.
 Give them your name and address and show them your driver’s license.
 You do not need to tell any person, other than a police officer, how 
you think the accident happened. You may learn later that you did not do 
anything wrong. You should not sign any papers at the scene except the 
agreement to appear in court if asked by an officer.

Get Witnesses’ Names, Addresses, and Phone Numbers
 Ask all witnesses to write down their names, addresses and telephone 
numbers.
 Write answers to questions on a blank page in this booklet. Draw a 
picture of the accident scene, also. 



Get Insurance Information
 Be sure to have your insurance card ready. Write down the information 
found on the insurance card of the other driver, and allow him or her to 
write down the information found on your card.

Towing
 If you cannot drive your car, you must have it moved from the scene. If 
the police officer calls a tow truck, you should ask how much it will cost, 
tell the tow driver where to take your car, and ask for his name, address 
and telephone number if you do not go with him.

Call Your Insurance Agent
 If the police report filed in connection with the accident indicates that 
you were at fault, you will want to contact your insurance company as 
soon as possible. However, if another party is listed as being at fault, you 
will only want to contact the other party’s insurance company. To inform 
your insurance company of an accident that is not your fault could result in 
an increase in your rates and/or a decrease in available coverage for you.

See A Doctor
 You may not know if you are hurt because you may be upset. It is a good 
idea to see a doctor.

Call A Lawyer
 Talk to a lawyer before talking to anyone else about the accident. A 
lawyer knows how to help you.

Lack of Insurance
 Under Missouri law you are required to insure your vehicle and should 
do so immediately if you have not already. If you are involved in an 
accident where the other party does not have insurance, or cannot produce 
proof of insurance, you must provide written notification of the accident 
to the Missouri Director of Revenue within 30 days of the accident. You 
must only provide this notice if the accident involves more than $500 in 
property damage or if any person is injured or killed.
    You can get forms to provide this notice from the police department, the 
Missouri Department of Revenue, your insurance company or your lawyer. 
You should also notify your own insurance company of the accident in 
order to protect any rights you may have under any uninsured motorist 
coverage you might have.
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Pay Nothing
 Do not pay anyone money unless your lawyer tells you to pay.

For Legal Advice See Your Lawyer
 For legal advice see your lawyer. If you need help finding a lawyer, call 
The Missouri Bar Lawyer Referral Service at 573/636-3635.
    In St. Louis call 314/621-6681.
    In Springfield call 417/831-2783.

Accident Information Form
Fill out this form at the scene

of the accident if it is safe to do so

THE OTHER DRIVER AND HIS CAR

Name of other driver _____________________________________

Street address __________________________________________

City ______________________________________ State _______

Vehicle registration (car license) number _____________________

Make and type of car ___________________________ year ______

Number of driver’s license of other driver _____________________

Has he apparently been drinking? __________________________

Any verbal statements made by other driver as to cause of accident?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF
PASSENGERS IN OTHER CAR

Name ________________________________________________
 Address _____________________________________________
Name ________________________________________________
 Address _____________________________________________
Name ________________________________________________
 Address _____________________________________________

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF ALL
POSSIBLE WITNESSES TO ANY FACT

Name ________________________________________________
 Address _____________________________________________
Name ________________________________________________
 Address _____________________________________________
Name ________________________________________________
 Address _____________________________________________

SPECIAL CONDITIONS TO NOTE
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING ACCIDENT

Position of your car after accident __________________________
______________________________________________________
Position of other car after accident __________________________
Location of any tire marks, blood, broken glass, dirt, etc. on road or 
side of road ____________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Location of point of impact in relation to center of road or some 
physical object _________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Did other car skid — if so, how many feet? ___________________
Road conditions ________________________________________
Traffic conditions _______________________________________
Weather conditions ______________________________________
Traffic controls (traffic lights, stop signs, etc.) _________________
Place of impact on other car _______________________________
Name and address of any wrecker that removes other car ________
______________________________________________________
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Other conditions that might have bearing on accident ___________
______________________________________________________

THE FOLLOWING MAY BE FILLED OUT EITHER AT 
THE SCENE OR SHORTLY AFTER LEAVING THE SCENE

Date of accident ________________________  Time ____________
Location of accident _____________________________________
Type of road (grade, curve, etc.) _____________________________
______________________________________________________
Speed of your car just before accident _________________________
Speed of other car just before accident ________________________
Direction of your car _____________________________________
Direction of other car ____________________________________
Were you or other driver turning? ___________________________
Did other driver signal properly (with arm, horn, lights, etc.)? _____
If at night, were the other driver’s headlines on? _______________
How far were you from other car when you first saw it? ____________
Other pertinent facts _____________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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your rights in traffic court

 The court’s job is to decide all cases as the law requires, which should 
make driving safe, and help people obey the law. You need to know your 
rights and the meaning of words that are used in court BEFORE you go to 
court. Then you can better understand court operations and be ready for 
court when you get there. (Don’t forget to read the traffic ticket and the 
instructions on it.)

What These Words Mean
Traffic Ticket or Summons – command by court order to appear in court. 
Failure to appear may result in a warrant for your arrest.
Charge – what you are accused of doing.
Plead  – to answer the charge in court.
Plead Guilty – to admit the charge.
Plead Not Guilty – to not admit the charge, or assert your innocence, or 
require the prosecutor to prove the charge. This is the default plea unless 
and until you plead guilty.
Defendant – the person charged with the traffic violation.
Continuance – having the judge change the trial to another day in the 
future.
Subpoena (“sa-pee-na”) – an order from the court that compels a person 
to come to court.
Prosecutor – the lawyer for the city or county.
Court Costs – the money needed to pay for the operation of the court 
system.
Testify – to speak under oath (swear to tell the truth) in court.
Witness – a person who testifies in court about something they know.
Appeal – to try to have a higher court hear the case again or overturn a guilty 
verdict.
Arraignment – the reading of the charge(s) and formal entry of a plea of 
“Guilty” or “Not Guilty.”

When You Get To Court
 If you don’t know if your name is on the list for that day, ask the clerk. 
Then sit down in the court room.
 When your name is called, walk up to the judge. The judge may ask you 
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questions. You may answer the questions, or you may ask the judge to wait 
to answer the questions until you have a lawyer, or you may remain silent.
 If you are charged with breaking the law, you are the defendant.
 The judge will read the charge. If you do not understand it, ask the judge 
to explain it.
 When the judge asks how you plead, you must say “guilty” or “not 
guilty.”

If You Plead Guilty:
 The judge may ask you questions.You must answer them.
  The judge will tell you how much money to pay as a fine and court costs or 
what sentence you must serve. Before you plead guilty, you have the right to 
ask the judge if you will go to jail.
  Some of the money you pay is a fine, turned over to the government.
 Some of the money you pay is for court costs for the operation of the court 
system.

You Should Plead Not Guilty:
  • If you did not do what you are accused of doing.
  • If you are not sure that what you did was against the law.

If You Need Additional Time
If you need more time (for example, to find a lawyer, find witnesses, 
better prepare, etc.), ask the judge for a continuance. Tell the judge 
why you are requesting the continuance and how long a continuance 
you will need. If a continuance is granted, plan to enter a plea when 
you next appear before the judge.

Trial
 If you do not have a lawyer and you, your family or a friend think you 
need the help of one, you should contact one BEFORE going to court. You 
may also choose to proceed without a lawyer and represent yourself. If you 
choose to represent yourself, there are many dangers and disadvantages. 
You may ask the judge to explain those to you.
 The judge may set your trial for another day (continuance), but only for 
a good reason.
 You have the right to bring witnesses to the trial. If you need the court to 
help you bring witnesses, the court will give them subpoenas to tell them 
they must come to court for you.
 If you want a trial by jury, you may ask for one; the judge will tell you 
if the law allows it in your case.
 The burden of proof is on the municipality to prove you guilty beyond 
a reasonable doubt.
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 The prosecutor must bring witnesses to tell what they saw and heard. 
You or your lawyer may ask them questions. The prosecutor has the right 
to ask your witnesses questions and, if you testify, to ask you questions. 
(You don’t have to testify if you don’t want to.) There is no significance 
attached to not testifying in court.
 If the judge decides that you are not guilty, the trial is over, and you may 
leave.
 If the judge decides that you are guilty, the judge will tell you what the 
penalty is and what then to do.

Penalties
  • Fine
  • Jail
  • Both fine and jail
  • Other. The judge may include in the penalty an order to go to driver’s 
school, alcohol safety school or other schools to help you better understand 
how to drive safely on the public street or highways.  You must go to the 
school so you won’t face more penalties, including a jail sentence.

Appeal
 Also known as “trial de novo,” which means new trial.
 If you think what the judge or jury decides is unfair or wrong, you may 
ask for your case to be sent to a higher court. Tell the judge you want to 
appeal. You must file the necessary paperwork and post bond within 10 
days. You cannot appeal  if you pay any portion of  the fine or costs  the 
judge set in your case.

Rights
 Remember, you have the right to:
  • Have a reasonable time after you are charged with a traffic violation to 
get ready to answer the charge in court.
  • Have a lawyer. The judge may provide you with a lawyer if you are 
poor and if you face the possibility of going to jail.
  • Ask witnesses to speak for you.
  • Ask for a jury if the law permits you to have one in that court.
  • Testify or not testify.
  • Ask the court to issue subpoenas for witnesses.

For Legal Advice See Your Lawyer
 If you need help finding a lawyer, call The Missouri Bar Lawyer Referral 
Service at 573/636-3635.
  In St. Louis, call 314/621-6681
  In Greene County, call 417/831-2783
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your rights if arrested

What These Words Mean
Bond – A promise to appear in court, which often includes a guarantee of 
money, and which is required for a person who has been arrested to get 
out of jail while waiting for a trial (sometimes called bail or a bail bond).

Charge – The formal statement that details what the arrested person is 
accused of doing. A charge may be brought: by an information, which is a 
sworn statement filed in court by a prosecutor; or by an indictment, which 
is filed by a grand jury.

Defendant – The person who is accused of committing a crime.

Evidence – Anything that can be used in court to show what is true and 
what is not.

Information and Indictment – The two types of documents that may be 
used to state the charge or charges against the defendant.

Guilty – Found, by either a judge or jury, to have committed the crime 
charged.

Grand Jury – Twelve citizens chosen from the community who hear 
evidence presented by the prosecutor and then decide whether the person 
arrested should be held for a trial. Grand jury meetings are held in private 
and are not open to the public or to a potential defendant.

(Petit) Jury – Twelve citizens chosen from the community who are asked 
questions to determine if they can be fair, who hear the evidence in a trial 
and decide what is true and whether the defendant is guilty or not guilty.

Not Guilty – The verdict required if the prosecution does not prove guilt 
beyond a reasonable doubt.

Preliminary Hearing – A court proceeding where a judge hears evidence to 
decide if the person arrested should be held for trial. This is an alternative 
to a grand jury.



Probation – An alternative to time in prison or jail. Conditions can be set 
by the judge, and may be supervised by a probation officer. Violation of 
conditions may result in revocation of probation and imposition of time in 
prison or jail.

Prosecutor – The lawyer for the government, either state or federal.

Sentence – The length of time in prison, in jail or on probation that is 
ordered by the judge. In some cases, the sentence is set by the jury. For 
some crimes, the sentence can be a fine instead of time in jail.

Voir Dire – The process of questioning potential jurors to determine if they 
can be fair.

Waive – To voluntarily give up a right.

Types of Offenses
Offense – A violation of law. In Missouri, offenses can be either crimes 
(felonies or misdemeanors) or infractions.

Ordinance – A local law of a city, town or county. Technically, ordinance 
violations are not really crimes or infractions. Examples of ordinance 
violations would be a traffic ticket, a peace disturbance, or a petty theft. 
Punishment is usually by a fine. (Note: Some traffic tickets and other minor 
offenses can be charged either as an ordinance violation or a misdemeanor.)

Infraction – A violation of state laws punishable only by a fine, not by 
imprisonment.

Misdemeanor – A violation of state laws, punishable by a sentence of up to 
one year, to be served in the county jail or workhouse, or by a fine, or both. 
Trespassing and possession of under 35 grams of marijuana are examples 
of misdemeanors.

Felony – A more serious offense, punishable by a sentence to be served 
in the Missouri Department of Corrections. Murder, robbery, and burglary 
are felony offenses. Possession of heroin, cocaine, or more than 35 grams 
of marijuana are also felonies. Some felonies may also be punished by a 
fine.
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Federal Offense – A violation of laws passed by the United States Congress. 
These cases are heard in the United States district courts, and prosecuted by 
the U.S. Attorney. Sentences are served in the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

When Can You Be Arrested? 
 • If a police officer has a warrant for your arrest. 
 • If a police officer believes that you have violated the law.
 • If a police officer sees you violate, or try to violate, the law.

What Can The Police Do To You If You Are Arrested?
 • Search your body and clothing.
 • Search your belongings.
 • Search your car if you are in it when the police stop you.
 • Fingerprint you.
 • Put you in a lineup. 

 You have the right to refuse any of the following requests unless the 
police have a court order:
 • Answer questions.
 • Ask you to sign or write out or record a statement.
 • Ask you to provide a sample of your handwriting.
 • Ask you to consent to having a sample taken of your breath, blood, 
semen or hair.
 • Ask you to consent to a search of your home or other property you 
own.

When Do The Police Need a Search Warrant?
 If you do not agree to allow the police to search your home, or some 
other property you own or control, the police can apply to a judge for a 
search warrant, which is a court order that allows the police to carry out 
the search without your consent. The police can also apply for an order to 
require you to provide a sample of your handwriting, breath, blood, semen 
or hair.  

Can The Police Test You For Alcohol or Drugs?
 The police can apply for an order to require you to submit to testing for 
alcohol or drugs under certain circumstances.
 If you have been driving a motor vehicle, a police officer may ask you 
to perform simple tests, such as trying to walk a straight line heel-to-toe, 
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to decide if you are under the influence of drugs or alcohol. If you are 
arrested for driving under the influence of drugs or alcohol, Missouri laws 
allow the police to ask you to consent to chemical tests for alcohol or 
drugs, and the results of the tests can be used against you in court. You 
have the right to refuse to submit to the tests, but the fact that you refused 
may also be used against you in court. In addition, your driver’s license 
may be revoked or suspended if you refuse to submit to the tests.

What Are Your Rights After Arrest?
 • You may refuse to talk to the police or answer any questions.
 • You may ask for a lawyer at any time – even after you have answered 
some questions.
 • You may stop the questioning at any time just by saying that you do 
not want to answer any more questions.
 • You may refuse to sign or write out or record a statement. You must be 
allowed to call a lawyer. If you cannot pay for a lawyer, you may insist that 
a lawyer be provided for you before you answer any questions. 
 • Before you are asked any questions, the police must advise you of 
your “Miranda” rights.
 • You may refuse to consent to any search or seizure of your person, 
property, home or vehicle, or to provide samples requested by the police.

What Are Your “Miranda” Rights?
 The name “Miranda” comes from a case decided by the United States 
Supreme Court. The Court’s decision requires the police to advise you 
of certain rights before they ask you any questions. This is sometimes 
referred to as the “Miranda warning” and will go something like this: “You 
have the right to remain silent. Anything you say may be used against you 
in a court of law. You have the right to talk to an attorney and to have an 
attorney present during any questioning. If you cannot afford an attorney, 
one will be appointed for you.”

What Does “Waive Your Rights” Mean?
 To voluntarily choose to give them up. For example, you may decide 
not to talk with a lawyer before answering questions. You may decide to 
answer questions and talk with the police. You may decide to write out 
or record a statement. You may decide to allow the police to search your 
home. You may decide to submit to certain tests. Any of these decisions 
waive your rights. You are never required to waive your rights. If you 
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choose not to waive your rights, the fact that you did so cannot be used 
against you in court.

Do You Have To Stay In Jail Until Your Trial?
 No, in almost all cases bond will be set by a judge. You can be held 
by the police for up to 24 hours while waiting for the bond to be set. The 
judge will determine the conditions of the bond, including any amount of 
money that must be posted to guarantee that you will appear in court on 
the day required. You may be released simply upon signing a promise to 
appear in court, if the judge decides that is appropriate.
 Your family and your friends may help by sponsoring your bond. 
They may have to deposit an amount of money with the court to meet 
the conditions set by the judge; or, they may have to prove that they 
own property in the amount of the bond. Posting bail means meeting 
the conditions set by the judge that allow you to be released from jail. 
However, if you fail to appear in court on the day required, your family 
and friends may lose the money or property that was posted.
 You may decide to go to a bail bondsman to post bail for you. You or 
your family or friends pay the bondsman a fee, and in return the bondsman 
posts bail for you. The fee is kept by the bondsman after your case is over 
as payment for the bond service. The police will usually have a list of bail 
bondsmen in the area, or you can look in the yellow pages of the telephone 
book under Bail Bonds.

When Do You Go To Court?
 For minor offenses, the police may give you a summons that tells you 
when you have to go to court. For more serious offenses, a judge will set 
the dates. If you have a lawyer, your lawyer will advise you when you 
need to appear in court. You may have to return to court several times 
before your case is finished.

Why Do You Need A Lawyer In Court?
 A lawyer is trained in the court rules and procedures that govern how 
your case will be handled. In addition, a lawyer is trained to evaluate the 
facts and circumstances of your case, and give you the best advice as to 
what you should do. It is best for you to have a lawyer helping you.
 The judge will give you a chance to find a lawyer. If there is a chance 
that you could go to jail, and you cannot afford a lawyer, you may apply 
for a public defender to serve as your lawyer.
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What Will Your Lawyer Do?
 Your lawyer will first try to learn as much as possible about the facts 
of your case. Your lawyer will ask you about the circumstances that led 
to your arrest. It is in your interests to cooperate with your lawyer. What 
you tell your lawyer is private, and your lawyer is required to keep your 
conversations confidential. Your lawyer cannot reveal to the police or to 
the court what you say. You should try to help your lawyer all you can. 
Tell the lawyer all you know about your case. Your lawyer will also seek 
information from other sources by asking the prosecutor to hand over any 
police reports about the incident and by interviewing possible witnesses. 
You should give your lawyer the names of any witnesses and any other 
information that will help your lawyer investigate your case.

What Happens In Court?
 The judge will ask you if you plead “guilty” or “not guilty.” Your lawyer 
will advise you how you should answer, and what the possible results will 
be depending upon your answer. Almost all defendants plead “not guilty” 
when first asked, unless they have accepted a plea agreement.
 If you plead “not guilty,” the judge will set a date for your trial.
 If you plead “guilty,” the judge will decide your punishment according 
to your crime and the circumstances of your case. Different crimes have 
different possible punishments. Your lawyer will explain to you the 
possible punishments in your case. In some cases, the judge may decide
to put you on probation rather than put you in jail or prison. If so, the judge 
may put certain conditions on your probation. If you violate the conditions 
of your probation, you may be brought back into court, and the judge may 
revoke your probation and put you in jail or in prison, depending upon 
your crime. 
 Sometimes your lawyer will work out a “plea agreement” with the 
prosecutor.

What is a Plea Agreement?
 Sometimes the prosecutor and your lawyer negotiate an agreement to 
settle your case without a trial. If you agree to plead guilty to a certain 
charge, then in return the prosecutor agrees to recommend a specified 
punishment to the judge, which can either be a specific sentence or a
recommendation for probation. Your lawyer will advise you whether it is a 
good idea to agree to the terms of the plea agreement and plead guilty, or 
whether you should refuse and go ahead with the trial.
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Does the Judge Have To Accept The Plea Agreement?
 NO! The final decision on punishment is up to the judge. However, if 
the judge refuses to accept the plea agreement, the judge must allow you to 
withdraw your plea of guilty, and you still have the right to a trial.

Can You Answer “Not Guilty” Even If You Are Guilty?
 Yes. You are entering a plea, not giving testimony. Under the law, you 
are presumed to be innocent until you are proven guilty. Furthermore, you 
have the right to have your case decided by a trial. You may have a trial 
only if you plead “not guilty.” Your lawyer will advise you about whether 
you should plead “guilty” or “not guilty,” but the final decision is up to 
you.

What Kind Of Trial Will You Have?
 You have the right to a jury trial, but in a misdemeanor or infraction 
case you must ask for it. In a felony case, you will have a jury trial unless 
you intentionally give up that right. The jury will hear the evidence against 
you, and any evidence that you bring forth, and will decide whether you 
are guilty or not guilty. If you do not have a jury trial, a judge will hear the 
evidence and decide if you are guilty or not. Your lawyer will advise you 
whether you should have a jury trial.

Is Court Any Different For A Felony Charge?
 Yes. Because felonies involve more serious crimes, more is involved.
 After you are arrested, the prosecutor must present the evidence against 
you either to a judge in a preliminary hearing, or to a grand jury.
 A preliminary hearing is held in a public courtroom, and you have the 
right to be present. A judge hears the evidence and decides whether you 
should be held for trial. The charge or charges against you will then be 
filed by the prosecutor in an information.
 The grand jury meets in private, and you do not have the right to be 
present. The 12 citizens on the grand jury hear the evidence, and decide 
whether you should be held for trial. The charge or charges against you 
will then be filed by the grand jury in an indictment.

What Happens If You Are Found Guilty In A Trial?
 In some cases, the jury will also recommend a punishment. The final 
decision as to punishment is up to the judge, but cannot be greater than 
the punishment recommended by the jury. In cases where the jury does not 
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recommend punishment, the judge may sentence you to any punishment
that is within the range of punishment for the particular crime as set 
forth in Missouri law. Most laws set a certain minimum and maximum 
punishment for a particular crime. As an alternative, the judge may put 
you on probation with certain conditions. Such conditions may include 
restitution to be paid to the victims of the crime and community service 
work. You may also be required to undergo drug and alcohol testing, and 
to take certain classes or training. If you are put on probation and you 
violate the conditions of your probation, you can be brought back into 
court and the judge can revoke your probation and impose a punishment 
according to your crime.

For Legal Advice, You Must Talk With A Lawyer
 Lawyers have the training and experience necessary to answer the 
questions you will have if you are arrested and to give you the best advice 
about what to do.
 If you need help finding a lawyer, call The Missouri Bar Lawyer Referral 
Service at 573-636-3635.
 In St. Louis, call 314-621-6681.
 In Springfield, call 417-831-2783.
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